HISTORY OF THE NMVWAHS OF THK CAKNTATIC
Then   he  turned his attention to lay siege to   PImlcheri,
which on account of the protection on the east and the south by
the sea of'Uman and  on the other I wo sides by  the running
stream and deep ditches*, was like an island inaccessible  to any
human being,    in spite of   the stern defence of the besieged,
Ha^rat-i-A'la blew up   many lowers  equipped with cannon at
the   expense   of  many  brave   men   of the    victorious  army.
He deputed the sardtirs of the   Indian and   the franc/  forces to
every one of the towers and called them after  the name of the
particular sardrir.    For example, the tower opposite the tent of
the Nawwfib was named as the intrenchment   of the Nawwfib,
the tower of Colonel Coote   became well   known   by the name
of the Colonel.    Cannon shots and catapults began to ruin night
and day first from the intrenehment of the Nawwfib, then from
that of the Colonel and then from other towers.     In  the   same
manner the artillery of the   French   as   well   (lashed (ire   from
different towers of the fort. Indeed, each skilled gunner on both
sides,   was aiming at the mouth of the cannon of the other and
consequently the balls proceeding from each side knocked against
one another many a time.  When the happy Nawwfib announced
presents  to   the  victorious army for their continuous efforts,
taking only a little time for food and rest, they pierced a hole at
the foot of the wall and firing continuously for  a while, they
pulled down the wall and towers on one side and thus made the
mouths of the cannon to adorn the dust of the earth.    In spite
of the  severe attack of the besieging army, the French, merely
because of their great experience in every fight, their meeting with
hard labour and fatigue, and their greedy habit to subjugate the
forts of the Deccan, exerted themselves night and day as long as
they had provisions.    When the means of their  strength  were
exhausted, and the roads were blocked on account of the hard
pressure of the army of the sarktir and the ships of the brave
(1) This refers to the Ariyankuppam river on the south and a flood-
channel to the south of the marsh,
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